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OUR RANGE

—

High quality, no nonsense, 
eco-friendly leather goods. 
Everything you buy comes 
with a story. When you buy 
LOYAL, you join a story of 
liberation. Our products are 
hand-stitched by women on 
the road to freedom. Freedom 
from the sex trade in Kolkata, 
India. Freedom for a life of 
dignity and hope, shown in 
every stitch.

STAY 
TRUE, 
FIGHT 
SLAVERY



THE GOODSTEAD 
SATCHEL

—
MATERIALS:

Eco veg-tanned leather, 
stainless steel hardware, 
waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR: 
Vintage Brown

DESCRIPTION:

Adventure awaits. This ethically-made, hand-
stitched leather satchel is a go-anywhere 
travelling companion. Durability to accompany 
the adventurous traveller on the dusty trail with 
cargo of camera, journal and matches. Enduring 
simplicity to double as a work-horse, carrying 
your daily work essentials.

US:  $275

UK:  £170 

CAD:  $285

NZ:  $280

AUS:  $260

WORLD (USD): $285
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THE COMPANION
SATCHEL

—
MATERIALS:

Eco veg-tanned leather, 
stainless steel hardware, 
waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR: 
Vintage Brown or Tan

—
DESCRIPTION:

She is compact and light-weight 
but still with plenty of room for 
the essentials. This timeless design 
crosses through all seasons, making 
her the perfect complement to any 
ensemble, year after year. Durability 
to explore the globe with you. Cute 
enough to take out to dinner with 
you. This girl is ready to join you 
for any adventure. 

US:  $195

UK:  £130 

CAD:  $240

NZ:  $250

AUS:  $230

WORLD (USD): $240



OUR APPROACH

—

When you buy LOYAL, you 
invest in the life of a LOYAL 
artisan. Each bag is made 
by one woman, from start to 
fi nish. Her name is engraved 
in it, a reminder to her and to 
you of the story it represents.

THE 
LOYAL 
APPROACH
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ROSA TOTE
BAG

—
MATERIALS:

Eco veg-tanned leather, 
stainless steel hard-ware, 
waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR: 
Cognac

—
DESCRIPTION:

Roomy enough for a laptop, a 
jacket, and whatever else you 
might need for the day, this hard-
wearing carry-all will serve you 
well for years to come. Vegetable 
tanning adds to the beauty and 
authenticity of our products.

We love to show off the natural 
character of our leather. As well 
as being eco-friendly, each and 
every bag is unique and distinctive 
in its markings.

US:  $360

UK:  £230 

CAD:  $395

NZ:  $390

AUS:  $370

WORLD (USD): $360



THE ALONGSIDER 
WALLET

—
MATERIALS:

Eco veg-tanned leather, 
brass nickeled dome, 
waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR:

Vintage Brown or Tan

—
DESCRIPTION:

The Alongsider Wallet will stand by you in 
any situation. She’s a super functional, carry-
all wallet. There’s plenty of space for cards, 
notes, coins and your phone too. But with a 
slim design, that is a joy to hold. An everyday 
essential that will stand the test of time.

US:  $110

UK:  £60 

CAD:  $120

NZ:  $120

AUS:  $110

WORLD (USD): $120
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OUR ARTISANS

—

Our workshop is in the heart of 
Kolkata’s red-light district. We’re 
there for a reason; to see women 
set free from the darkness of a life 
enslaved. Trained and companioned 
in their work, they fi nd more than 
meaningful work. LOYAL is a family 
business in the truest sense.

THE 
LOYAL 
ARTISANS
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OSCAR CARD
WALLET

—
MATERIALS:

Eco veg-tanned leather,
waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR: 
Vintage Brown and Tan

US:  $45

UK:  £30

CAD:  $45

NZ:  $50

AUS:  $45

WORLD (USD): $45

DESCRIPTION:

Keep your clutter to a minimum 
with the Oscar Card Wallet.

Crisp, compact and made to hold 
just the essentials.
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DOROTHY MINI
BAG

—
MATERIALS:

Eco veg-tanned leather,
Brass nickeled,
waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR: 
Cognac

—
DESCRIPTION:

The Dorothy Mini is compact, 
lightweight and designed to carry 
the essentials.

Made from eco-tanned cognac 
leather, each Dorothy Mini has 
oodles of character meaning no 
two bags look exactly the same. 
Built with durability and our 
signature timeless design in mind, 
this wardrobe staple features 
a one-size-fits-all strap which 
can be worn on the shoulder or 
cross body.

US:  $150

UK:  £100 

CAD:  $170

NZ:  $190

AUS:  $180

WORLD (USD): $150



THE KEEPER 
WALLET

—
MATERIALS:

Eco veg-tanned leather, 
waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR: 
Vintage Brown

—
DESCRIPTION:

This back seat passenger has a 
singular purpose in mind, to keep 
your transaction goodies together 
and looked after.

US:  $70

UK:  £40 

CAD:  $80

NZ:  $80

AUS:  $70

WORLD (USD): $80
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OUR ENVIRONMENT

—

Our leather manufacturing 
footprint is small. We use 
veg-tanned leather from a local 
tannery. We favour natural 
processes, we handle waste 
with care, and everything we 
make is made to last.

LOYAL 
TO THE
EARTH
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THE OL’ FAITHFUL
MEN’S BELT

—
MATERIALS:

Veg-tanned buff alo leather, 
brass buckle, waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR: 
Vintage Brown

—
SIZE: 
32”, 34”, 36”, 38”, 40” inches

US:  $80

UK:  £50 

CAD:  $90

NZ:  $90

AUS:  $80

WORLD (USD): $90

DESCRIPTION:

Keep your trunks up with this 
sturdy brass buckle veg tanned 
buffalo belt. Super strong, hand 
stitched and edged, which means 
that you’re never left pulling up 
your jeans by hand.
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THE SIDEKICK
WOMEN’S BELT

—
MATERIALS:

Veg-tanned buff alo leather, 
brass buckle, waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR: 
Vintage Brown
—
SIZE: 
31”, 33”, 35”, 37”  39”  inches

—
DESCRIPTION:

Everyone needs a loyal side-kick. 
A strong and dependable mate 
to launch into the day with you. 
Well, here is a go-to belt that won’t 
let you down. This timeless belt 
is a wardrobe building block. A 
minimalist design that goes perfect 
with your favourite pair of jeans.

US:  $80

UK:  £50 

CAD:  $90

NZ:  $90

AUS:  $80

WORLD (USD): $90
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THE ADVOCATE 
WRISTBAND 

—
MATERIALS:

Eco veg-tanned leather, stainless 
steel rivet, waxed polyester thread.

—
COLOUR: 
Vintage Brown

—
DESCRIPTION:

Each bracelet is engraved with a 
different message. Freedom. Hope. 
Love. Peace.

US:  $16 

UK:  £10 

CAD:  $16

NZ:  $20

AUS:  $18

WORLD (USD): $16



OUR CUSTOMERS

—

Consumerism is faceless. 
We want to invite you not just 
to buy something good, but to do 
something good. A LOYAL product 
is a real, personal investment in 
transformed lives.

OUR 
LOYAL 
CUSTOMERS
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WE CRAFT QUALITY ETHICAL LEATHER

GOODS  BY  OFFERING  ALTERNATIVE 

E M P LOY M E N T  TO  WO M E N  T R A P P E D

IN THE SEX TRADE IN KOLKATA, INDIA.

© TLW. FOR  FURTHER INFORMATION

RELATING TO THE LOYAL WORKSHOP 

PRODUCT RANGE PLEASE CONTACT:

I N F O @T H E L O YA LW O R K S H O P. C O M

WWW.THE LOYALWORKSHOP.COM


